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EDITORIAL 
The views expressed by contributors are not necessarily those of the editorial 
team, who reserve the right to edit submissions for reasons of space, content or 
grammar.  Items for publication should bear the name of the author, with address 
and telephone number - although this information will not necessarily be printed 
(we may need to contact the author for clarification or further information.)   

 

The final day for submission of items for the next issue    	–	October 2019   	–		 
is 10th September.  Items for inclusion should be submitted to  
 

Christine Holdsworth, Editor, 21 Main Road, 736179 demdike@tiscali.co.uk 

John Bentham, ‘The Bungalow’, Halton Road 734353 jbj@nkt.myzen.co.uk 

Peter Riley, 3, Channel Head, 734008, is responsible for distribution  

Sue Hodkinson deals with advertising (commercial or “small ads.”); contact via 
 Tel: 734820 or email: sue@ogglet.force9.co.uk 

Remember – this is YOUR magazine 
We welcome your views and contributions 

 

 

 

Cover photo: Members of the B4RN Empire 

Two of our B4RN project volunteers, Mike Scott and John Clark just after being 
presented with their ‘MBE’ awards. 
 
Members of the B4RN Empire are dedicated to Jovality, Good Fellowship and the 
Pursuit of Hyperfast Broadband. 
 
The award followed the installation of ducts, the blowing of fibre and fitting of 
routers to houses in the Grange View area. 
 
These houses can now look forward to hyperfast, economical and reliable 
broadband at speeds up to 1000 Megabits per second! 
 
 

Printed by Bay Typesetters, Morecambe 

r.cleet@btinternet.com 
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B4RN IN NETHER KELLET 
Broadband for the Rural North 

 
SECOND BATCH OF SUBSCRIBERS GOING LIVE  
The second batch of about 20 subscribers should be connected very soon.  
 
 
Requests for connection 
Villagers wanting a B4RN connection should now submit a Gigabit Voucher 
Request Form to B4RN via - 

 
https://b4rn.org.uk/postcode-checker/ 

 
The Gigabit Broadband Voucher Scheme gives cash-back after connection, 
provided users commit to a 12-month service contract. 
Residential users will receive £150  
(which matches the connection charge) 
Business users will receive £300  
 
Progress 
A second batch of subscribers on the north side of the village, mostly in the 
Grange View area, have had fibres and routers installed. They are waiting for the 
final task – splicing (connecting) of the associated fibres in the village hall cabinet 
and the distribution chambers. At the time of writing, B4RN are doing this work. 
 
A chamber has been installed and ducts have been laid in the school grounds, to 
serve Bridge Road.  
The work to lay ducts across High Road Quarry entrance is planned for later this 
month.  
Digging and the laying of ducts continues elsewhere. In particular, work has now 
started on the south east side of the village. Two more road crossings are 
required to reach this area. 
 
Helping to install B4RN 
This is a community project which relies on volunteers giving up their time to take 
part in working parties. The more volunteers we have, the quicker the project will 
be completed.  
There are plenty of opportunities to help – if you can’t dig or help with the 
planning, then making refreshments is just as important!  
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In particular, we are still looking for – 
Route planners Residents to agree cable routes and issue wayleave arrangements for groups of 

properties, which could be just a few houses. 
Church Hill is our present priority. 
People from villages that are already connected to B4RN regard the community 
involvement as a major benefit of this project. 
 
Further Information & Contact Details 
For general information, investment forms and Gigabit Voucher Request Forms 
see the main B4RN website www.b4rn.org.uk.  
 
Office address: Station Yard, Melling, via Carnforth, Lancs, LA6 2QY. 
Telephone:   01524 555887  Email: info@b4rn.org.uk  
 
‘Help’ sessions are hosted there on Fridays, 2.00-4.00pm and open to anyone 
with questions about anything to do with B4RN. 
 
For more information specific to Nether Kellet speak to John Bentham, Phil Storer 
or Jonathan Mace or go to  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/b4rn.netherkellet/  
(regularly updated) 
 
Also, we hold progress meetings at Nether Kellet Community Primary School at 
7.00pm on the second Wednesday of each month. 
 
Anyone who wishes to help or would like a connection should contact 
b4rn.netherkellet@gmail.com  
 

Ian Taylor 
 

Book Group 
 
Is anyone interested in joining a book group in the village?	 
 
If this appeals to you please email me at baynecarole@gmail.com and I will 
arrange an initial meeting. 
 
Carole Bayne 
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We are a growing independent veterinary practice, with tailored health care for 
your pet.  This is delivered by our passionate and knowledgeable team in a 
versatile, supportive and welcoming environment where everyone is valued.  
We look after your pet throughout their life from everyday health advice to 
emergency help and expert referral care. 
 

Lancaster  01524 32696  Morecambe 01524 410867 
 

Milnthorpe  015395 62770  Caton   01524 770615 
 

24 hours emergency service 
 

info@bayvets.co.uk  www.bayvets.co.uk 

 

Field Available 

for Dog Exercise 
 

Centre of Nether Kellet 

 

For more details please contact  

07952 327565. 
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AUGHTON ROAD BOARDING KENNELS 
	

High Snab Farm, Gressingham, Lancaster, LA2 8LS 
 

‘Individual care and attention for your dog’ 
‘Spacious kennels in rural location’ 

 
Contact Helen on 

 
07766446272 or 015242 21347 

 
Helen.burrow@hotmail.com 

www.aughtonroadkennels.co.uk 
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Starting	every	Wednesday	from	July	24th	

6:30pm-8:30pm	
@Nether	Kellet	village	hall	

Age	8-15	

Activities	include:	

Wii,	Lego,	Games,	Crafts,	Film	nights,	Cooking,	
Sports	and	many	more!	
							Tuck	shop	available	
For	more	information	call:	

Sophie	-07748234728	or	Jack	07747557359	

	

Nether	
Kellet		

Youth	club		
	

£1	Ent
ry	

£1	Entry	
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Nether Kellet Parish Council 
 

Report an Issue 
You can report numerous problems and concerns to Lancaster City Council 
(‘Streetscene’) and Lancashire County Council (‘Report It’).  Details are set out 
below. If you report an incident using these services, please also inform the Parish 
Clerk so that they can be monitored and if necessary, followed up. 
 
Streetscene 
‘Street Scene’ incidents can be reported directly online to 
Lancaster City Council.  These include such matters as: Fly-
tipping, graffiti, dog fouling, litter and bins.  
You will need to supply your contact details and the location, 
nature and extent of the problem.  Depending on the issue, 
one or more photos can be added to help with the report.    
Report a streetscene problem online at: 
https://www.lancaster.gov.uk/forms/ShowForm.asp?fm_fid=22
8 
 
Highways (‘Report It’) 
Faults on roads, pavements, cycle paths, public right of ways, street lighting, 
traffic lights or flooding incidents can be reported directly online to Lancashire 
County Highways using their ‘Report It’ service. 
The online service displays a map showing existing issues and their status 
enabling you to check whether to proceed with the report. 
Report a highways issue online at:  
https://www.lancashire.gov.uk/roads-parking-and-travel/report-it/ 
 
Other issues 
If you identify an issue but don’t know whom to contact, please email the parish 
clerk: netherkelletpc@gmail.com or call 07828254149 between the hours of 9am 
to 4pm, Monday to Friday. 
 
Special branch – update  
The Parish Council would very much like to thank everyone who has responded to 
the issue around the poplar tree.  We have received over 60 emails and letters of 
support to ‘Save the Kellet tree’.   
The Parish Council are very much aware that the majority of these have been 
generated as a result of a campaign in the village specifying that ‘permission had 
been given to cut down the tree next to the peace stone on Halton Road’.  
Unfortunately, this campaign commenced before the Parish Council had had the 
opportunity to inform the local community through Round and About of their 
position and to invite comments on the tree’s future as was always their intention.  
Just to clarify, it is correct that the decision notice from Lancaster City Council 
raises no objection to the tree being felled but it is wrong to assume this was 
the only option being considered.  This was never the case.   
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The leaflet that was issued around the village also refers 
to a report in 2016 by a tree surgeon that states that the 
tree had ‘reached its maximum growth and was strong 
and healthy’.  This statement is supported by the 
minutes of the Parish Council in November 2016, but no 
formal written report was ever provided. 
Notwithstanding all of this and taking the responses 
received into account, the Parish Council has now 

contacted three specialist arboriculturists who are on the City Council’s preferred 
list, to provide a quotation for advice and a formal report on the health of the 
poplar tree and ways in which it can, if required, be controlled and maintained. 
These quotations, which will also include advice on the Cherry Trees (themselves 
subject of a Tree Decision Notice) are awaited. 
If you have any further comments to make on the future of the poplar tree and/or 
the cherry trees, please submit them by email or letter to the parish clerk, (whose 
contact details appear at the end of this report), to arrive before the 
consultation period ends on 31st August. 
Play Area Rocking Horse:  The Parish Council has recently 
had the rocking horse in the play area inspected.  First installed 
in 1975, this piece of equipment has certainly stood the test of 
time but the report received from the original suppliers, 
Wickstead Ltd, suggests that whilst it is not in anyway 
dangerous to use, it would be uneconomical to refurbish.   
The Parish Council would like to hear any ideas that our young residents might 
have for replacing the rocking horse with another piece of equipment. Please 
contact the Parish Clerk with your thoughts.   
Lodges Charity:  The Parish Council has previously reported on the small 
amount of funds that it administers known as the Lodges Charity. It was advised 
that the accounts for this charity have been dormant for many years and explained 
that, in line with the original constitution, funds are issued based on payments 
being made to ‘residents of the parish in times of need at the discretion of the 
Trustees’.   
The local community were asked whether they wished to take advantage of these 
funds by 31st March 2019, after which the original terms of reference, purpose and 
constitution would be reviewed and a decision made on its future use in line with 
the requirements of the Charities Commission. 
No requests for funding or comments on its future use and purpose have been 
received, but one last opportunity remains to have your say on the funds at the 
meeting of the Parish Council on 4th September 2019, after which a final decision 
will be made.    
Bob Bailey, Parish Clerk, 28 Wilson Grove, Heysham LA3 2PQ;  
Tel: 07828254149;  Email: netherkelletpc@gmail.com  
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DO YOU WANT TO MOVE MORE FREELY? 
 
At Versatile Physiotherapy Clinic we specialise in 
treating injuries and optimising your performance. 
• Come to our expert Chartered Physiotherapists 

(no need for a GP referral)  
• Prompt and Effective treatment from friendly, 

highly specialised clinicians  
Call us now on 01524 733033 if you would like to book 
a physiotherapy session. 

For those of you that enjoy physical challenges, 
competitive sports or gentle recreational pursuits 
and are experiencing pain or recurring injury, TPM 
can help. 

The Performance Matrix can identify impairments 
that are restricting you from your daily sporting 
pursuits. 

The clinic also offers a wide range of services including:  

l Pilates with Alex (Chartered Physiotherapist) classes on a 

Monday, Tuesday & Thursday. 

l Yoga on a Wednesday evening. 

l Sports Massage clinic on a Tuesday afternoon/evening. 

Please check out our services at www.versatileclinic.co.uk 

Versatile Physiotherapy Clinic  

Lyne Riggs Estate, Lancaster Road, Carnforth, LA5 9EA  
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Nether Kellet Community Primary School 
 
Another year has ended and all children have made really good progress in so 
many areas over the year and have enjoyed many exciting learning opportunities 
through our curriculum themes. 
On the last Monday morning, all children spent time in their class for September 
and it was lovely to see the children mixing so well with both the year group below 
and the one above as they alternate each year. It is also a really nice feature of 

our class organisation that the children get to be the 
older ones in the class with a year’s experience and to 
develop their sense of responsibility in this role. 
The children enjoyed their Growth & Mindset Day 
when in total, they had 20 activities to choose from as 
wide-ranging as circus skills and cooking, to survival 
skills, pebble art, yoga and cricket. It was great to see 
children throwing themselves into the activities with 
such enthusiasm and as always, being very supportive 
of each other in their mixed age groups. I was 
particularly impressed with the Reception children who 
did my activities: yoga and pottery and did really well 
at both. 

The Duke’s Theatre performance was brilliant! Our children had rehearsed their 
own dramatic interpretation of ‘Community’ and were joined by eight other 
schools, both primary and secondary, for the performance itself. We were really 
impressed with how focused and fabulous our children were and their 
performance was fascinating to watch. They gained a real insight into performing 
in a real theatre. 
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Our girls played in a football mini-tournament against Halton and Christ Church 
girls, the finale of which was a gripping penalty shoot-out! When it got to ‘sudden 
death’, Savannah managed to put away the decisive penalty and our girls won the 
competition. Very well done to Liv, Willow, Kaylee, Sophie, Savannah, Beth, Macy 
and Lily C. 
We learned so much about bees and other pollinators recently and how to be ‘bee 
friendly’ on the Bee Together project. All the children had a great time catching 
and identifying bugs in our grounds. Beech Class were inspired to write to a whole 
range of businesses, organisations and individuals about issues such as climate 
change, having watched David Attenborough’s documentary. At the time of 
writing, we have had replies from Jaguar Land Rover, Tesco and  Lidl but still 
await hearing from our MP and several other businesses and organisations. 
We are very grateful to the staff and parents who organised and decorated the 
school float for Field Day. It was a great success and around 20 children dressed 
up and were on the float.  
Children from Chestnut, Sycamore and Beech classes enjoyed a fabulous rugby 
taster session led by Steve Brown (Jacob’s dad) and a fellow coach and many 
have expressed an interest in taking up the sport with a local club. 

Finally, we 
held our 
‘Leavers’ 
Assembly’ and 
some who had 
attended a fair 
number of 
such 
assemblies 
over the years 
commented 
that it was one 
of the best. 
The children 
sang the songs 
‘Something 
inside so 
Strong’ and 
‘Time of my 

Life’ with particular enthusiasm and both songs seemed entirely appropriate for 
the occasion. Then the shout ‘Nether Kellet rocks’ almost lifted the rafters! It was 
all very moving. 
We hope that you all have a great summer and enjoy your holidays and return 
refreshed and ready to face the new school year in September!  

Nicki Brough 
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Nether Kellet Indoor Bowling Club 
 
The AGM of the bowling club took place on the morning of 12th April with nine 
members in attendance.  The meeting was presided over by the chairman who 
reported on a successful year for the club following the change in the Summer of 
2017 from Thursdays to Fridays, although it is true to say that our numbers had 
not been as high as they had been in previous years.   
 
The Indoor Bowling Club is not the only activity suffering from declining numbers 
and it was sad to report that our friends in Tebay are having a similar problem and 
therefore there had been no joint meetings during 2018.  
 
Because of changing circumstances, no competitions were held in 2018 but it was 
agreed that the doubles competition be held and also one of the individual 
competitions in 2019. 
 
We used to hold sessions on a Wednesday evening in the hope that this would 
attract those unable to attend on a workday morning but sadly, due to lack of 
support, these were abandoned last Summer.  The question as to whether or not 
evening sessions could be re-instated subject to availability of the venue was 
raised and it was agreed that this would be reconsidered in the autumn.   
 
It was further agreed that posters be displayed at various locations outside the 
village and Catherine Williams kindly agreed to design a suitable poster for 
distribution.  
 
In the mean-time the existing committee was re-elected en bloc and the chairman 
thanked everyone for their continued support and in contributing to make Friday 
mornings so enjoyable. 
 
Following an absence of competitions since the autumn of 2017 a ‘Doubles’ 
morning was conducted on Friday 12th July.  With just eight members in 
attendance four pairs were quickly selected by secret ballot. In the past it has 
been the practice to, wherever possible, make sure that each pair is mixed but 
due to an imbalance of genders with only two ladies present, two men had to 
masquerade as ladies for the purpose of the competition. 
 
The three games were played in good spirit as one would have expected and both 
the preliminary heats were close, with one of the games having to go to a deciding 
end.  The final was between Ernie Ellershaw and Roy Clement on one team with 
Bill Muckle and Michael Watson competing against them.  You will have noticed 
that neither of the ladies, Jean and Margaret, progressed to the final.  The final 
proved to be a bit one sided, to say the least, with everything going in favour of Bill 
and Michael and Ernie and Roy suffering from lack of good fortune and therefore 
Bill and Michael came out on top.  As Michael had been in charge of the scoring 
questions were raised regarding the final outcome - all good-humouredly I must 
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add! Everyone enjoyed the fun and we now look forward to playing a singles 
competition on the 13th September, when hopefully more participants will be 
present. 
 
The bowling club does not meet during the month of August, so our next meeting 
will be on Friday 6th September. As I have said many times before we would 
welcome new attendees. No experience is necessary and newcomers in the past 
have become competent bowlers in a very short time. There is always someone 
on hand to give friendly guidance when and if needed.  

Michael Watson ~ Chairman  
 

News from the Village Hall 
 

This year’s Field Day was possibly the best for a long while and certainly the best 
that we all could remember. This was probably due to new and different villagers 
being involved and giving time and effort to contributing, organising and generally 
injecting enthusiasm into the day. We have had lots of really positive feedback 
from villagers - both young and old - and of course the weather helped! We raised 
over £2,000 for the hall which was significantly up on previous years.  
The main focus was for it to be a great day out and for all to come together and 
have a bit of fun. Special thanks go to Richard Mason for the races, Michelle for 
organising the football, police personnel and dog handlers for a marvellous show, 
Jayne Crow for microphone and music skills and Sue for pulling it all together (and 
keeping it together!).  
Thanks also to Maggie and Nick for the hamper and the generosity from everyone 
who donated chocolate for Lottie Steele’s chocolate tombola which raised almost 
£100 (well done) and thanks to Hawthorns Caravans, Tesco, Kitty Brown, 
Longlands and Sarah Ward for donations.  
By the time this goes to print the new youth club will be up and running. This is an 
exciting new venture organised by Sophie and Jack and will be held every 
Wednesday evening from 6.30pm – 8.30pm for 8 to 15 year-olds. We are hoping 
that it will be a success and well attended as this age group is generally not well 
catered for in rural areas.  
Some light sprucing up has been organised for the summer break; new blinds are 
going up and some minor painting is being done around the bar area which is 
looking great thanks to Mark Uttley. We are looking into purchasing some outside 
furniture to create an outdoor space which will be ideal for summer 
evenings/afternoons, and easy chairs for the carpeted area in the hall. The garage 
has been completed and feels very spacious. 
The committee will not be meeting again until September; Maria is not having a 
break from her frying though and will be providing bacon butties on Sunday 25th 
August.  

Lisa Waddington 
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Halton	Pharmacy	
	

110	High	Road		Halton		Lancaster	LA2	6PU	
	

Tel:	01524	812149					FAX:	01524	812168	
	

(Incorporating	Post	Office	~	open	Mon	Wed	Fri)	
Customer	car	park	for	easy	access	

	

Open	Monday	to	Friday	9am	to	5.30pm	
	

www.haltonpharmacy.co.uk	
	

Sign	up	for	our	FREE	Prescription	
Collection	/	Delivery	Service	to	your	home	

	

	
	

Ash	Trees	Pharmacy	
	

Market	Street		Carnforth			LA5	9JU	
	

Tel:	01524	727877					FAX:	01524	730421	
	

EXTENDED	OPENING	~	100	HOURS	
Monday	to	Friday	7am	to	11pm	

Saturday	8am	to	6.30pm		Sunday	8am	to	6pm	

www.ashtrees.co.uk	
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NETHER KELLET WI 
 

The speaker in June was Rachael Makinson who gave an informative talk on St 
John’s Hospice. She later wrote to thank the WI for their donation to the hospice. 
The competition for a flower was won by Pat Preston and Jane Storer was 
second. 
 
In July Jackie Mafi gave a talk entitled “Out of fashion – the pride and the pain”. 
The fashion and cosmetic industries are worth £57 billion per year in the UK and, 
whether we think so or not, we are all influenced by fashion. She began by talking 
about make-up which, in the past, had contained toxic substances such as arsenic 
and lead. Lead applied to the face caused loss of eyebrows so fashionable ladies 
trapped mice, cut eyebrow-shaped pieces of fur and stuck them on with fish glue! 
Some of our fashion practices, such as Botox and implants, could be considered 
just as extreme! Queen Victoria decreed that make-up was vulgar but it came 
back into fashion in Edwardian times and Selfridges introduced beauty counters in 
its stores. Jackie then talked about how disease had influenced fashion. Coloured 
patches were applied to the skin to cover smallpox scars; wigs became 
fashionable to hide the hair loss associated with syphilis.  
 
Next she talked about the Chinese practice of foot binding. The ideal foot size for 
a woman was two and three quarter inches and Jackie passed round an actual 
Chinese shoe of that size. It was unbelievably tiny. A Chinese woman could not 
be married if her feet had not been bound and it was a horribly cruel process, 
started in childhood by breaking the toes and arch of the foot prior to binding. 
 
Moving quickly on from that, the perfume industry in the UK is now worth £600 
million per year but it began with the carrying of spices and flowers etc. in a 
pomander to hide body odours resulting from very infrequent bathing! The French 
then started mixing the spices and flowers with water to make perfume.  
Turning to underwear, Jackie told us that, during the First World War, American 
women were asked to give up their corsets to release the metal they contained 
and enough was obtained to build two battleships.  
 
Her talk was wide-ranging, very enjoyable and packed with amusing anecdotes. 
The competition for something retro was won by Liz Brummitt with a pair of pince 
nez and crocheted gloves and Jean Crabtree was second with a floral dress. 
 

Judith Bentham 
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Private	Clinic	in	Carnforth	
	

Mb:	07725300290	
Hm:	01524	730179	

	
carol@carnforthchiropodist.co.uk	

	
www.carnforthchiropodist.co.uk	

	
	

	

Carol	M	Sedgwick	
BSc	(Hons),	HCPC,	SCP	

	

Chiropody	/	Podiatry	Treatments	

	

Member	of	the	Health	&	Care	Profession	
Council	

	

‘Your	wellbeing	comes	first’	
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Neighbourhood Watch Report 
 

Courier Fraud, Bogus Police and Bank Officials Alert 
Individuals have been receiving phone calls from people claiming to be a police 
officer or banking official. 
 
The suspect will tell the victim any one of the following: 

1. There has been fraudulent activity at the victim’s bank and staff at the bank are 
involved. The victim is then asked to withdraw money to either keep it safe or 
assist the police with their investigation 

2. A business such as a jeweller’s or currency exchange is fraudulent and they 
require the victim’s assistance to help secure evidence by purchasing jewellery or 
exchanging a large amount of currency to hand over to the police.  

3.The victim’s card has been compromised and used to purchase goods by a 
suspect. The victim is requested to withdraw their money to keep it safe or hand 
over their bank card to the police. 
Occasionally the victim will be told to dial a non-emergency extension of ‘161’ to 
receive confirmation of the individual’s bogus identity; the bogus official will advise 
the victim to lie about the reason for the withdrawal or purchase if challenged by 
staff, as the staff member is involved in the fraud. 
 
A courier attends the victim’s home address to collect the goods the same day. 
Often the victim is given a code word for the courier as a way of authentication.  
 
Your bank or the police will never do the following: 

• Phone and ask you for your PIN or full banking password 
• Ask you to withdraw money to hand over to them for safe-keeping 
• Ask you to transfer money out of your account 
• Send someone to your home to collect cash, PINs, cards or cheque books 

 
Health Lottery Scam  
Lancashire residents have been receiving a scam letter claiming they have won 
£425,000 with a claim deadline of the end of the month. The letter advises the 
claimant to call an 0122 number between 9am-5pm Monday to Friday; it looks 
very convincing and includes the health lottery logos. Anyone ringing the number 
will find that they have to hand over bank details and make a payment to reserve 
their winnings.  
 
Universal Credit Scam   
Beware fraudsters claiming to be able to help you access 'low cost government 
loans'.  The individual's personal details are used to make a claim for universal 
credit and then a request is made for an 'advance payment'. The fraudster takes a 
cut of the advance payment (which in some cases is paid immediately by the 
individual) and in others the fraudster returns to collect their fee, once the advance 
payment has been received.    
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The individuals being targeted do not realise that this will affect their current 
benefits and they will have to pay back the loan in full from future universal credit 
entitlement. In some cases, false circumstances are being reported when an 
application is completed in order to maximise the potential payment. 
 
 Scam Call – Internet to be cut off 
Reports have been received of a telephone caller claiming that your internet will 
be cut off due to non-payment. This is a scam aimed at making you panic. The 
calls have been received at work places and private numbers, including of people 
who do not even have internet access.  
 
Fraudulent street collection  
Shoppers are advised to exercise caution when donating to street collectors after 
reports were received of a man and woman operating a street collection in 
Burnley for people with autism. When challenged, they claimed to be registered at 
a non-existent address in Blackpool and gave a false Community Interest 
Company number.   
Best advice is to only donate to charities you have heard of and believe in. If 
trading on the street, collectors should have a street collection licence from the 
district council that they will be able to show you. If trading door to door, they 
should have a house to house collection licence.   
Trading Standards advice is to always say no to cold callers. The Safetrader 
scheme can help you find a trader in your area; contact 0303 333 1111 or go to 
www.safetrader.org.uk 
Contact the Trading Standards Service via the Citizens Advice Consumer Helpline 
on 03454 040506.  

Steve Marsden 
 
 
 
 

Nether Kellet WI open meeting 

Friday 13th September 2019 

All welcome 

 
The speaker, Angela Norris, will talk about her book ‘Ferry Tales, memories of the 
Fleetwood to Knott End Ferry’ which is a unique collection of passengers' stories 
of the crossings of the Wyre estuary over several decades 
and  it's survival over years of political turbulence. 
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~	Lash	Lift				~	Lash	Tint				~	Brow	Shape	&	Tint				~	HD	Brows				~	Henna	Brows	

~	Hair	Removal	(Using	Warm/Hot	Wax	or	Threading)					

~	Eve	Taylor	Facials	tailored	to	your	skin	type				~	Microdermabrasion	

~	Gel	Nails	&	Toes				~	Nail	Enhancements	using	Gel	

~	Luxury	Manicure	&	Pedicure	which	includes	a	Paraffin	Wax	Treatment	(Extremely	
beneficial	for	clients	with	arthritis	&	osteoarthritis,	among	others)						

~	Gift	Vouchers	Available	

Based	In	Nether	Kellet	
Fully	Qualified	&	Insured	

Tel:	07762922067	
www.facebook.com/michellelouisebeautyJKC	
www.instagram.com/michellelouisebeautyJKC	

michellelouisebeauty@gmail.com	
11	Briar	Lea	Road,	Nether	Kellet,	Carnforth,	LA6	1HQ	
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Warton, Leighton Moss, Leighton Hall etc.  (Circular) 
 
Length:  8.3 miles (13.4 km) Suggested time ~ 4 to 5 hours  
 
Introduction: This is a really beautiful walk at any time of the year and 
encompasses much of the southern part of the Arnside & Silverdale AONB (Area 
of Outstanding Natural Beauty). It includes a pleasant climb to the highest point in 
the AONB ~ Warton Crag 163m (535 feet), ancient woodland, reed-beds, flower 
rich meadows, many limestone features and much else. There are also many fine 
viewpoints. It is a fairly long walk with a few steepish climbs. 

 
Start & Finish: George Washington PH/Warton Parish Church.  There is a small 
free car park on Crag Road about 100 yards up on the right-hand side. 
 
From the small car park, look for an opening in the far corner beneath the 
exposed limestone cliff-face and take the steep and at times rugged path. At the 
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end of the path, where there is a gap in the wall, turn right and pass through the 
wooden kissing gate ahead. After the gate turn left onto a path which leads to an 
exposed limestone terrace. This 
slants gently across the face of 
Warton Crag with steep drops to 
the left. The views open up and on 
a clear day there are extensive 
vistas across Morecambe Bay, 
nearby Carnforth, Warton and 
Nether Kellet for that matter, with 
the fells of the Forest of Bowland 
on the horizon to the south and the 
Pennine heights on the eastern 
horizon. On reaching a gate pass 
through it and after a few yards 
look for a path to the right which 
leads upwards and across 
interesting terrain and includes some mild scrambling over bare rock until a stile is 
reached, after which is a further short rocky stretch. Continue uphill through open 
scrub until eventually a narrowing of the path through scrubby bushes bears right 
above a wall and then left; suddenly the triangulation point marking the summit 
appears with a metal basket beacon to the left.   
Distance so far: 0.7 miles (1.1 km) ~ 7.6 m (12.2km) to go 
 
Just north of the beacon a path appears where a right turn should be made. 
Proceed generally northwards through open woodland, keeping left on a clear 
path which leads to a 6-bar gateway in a limestone wall; pass through the gate 
until a 5-bar gateway is reached, beyond which is a wide track enclosed by stone 
walls on both sides. Turn left onto the track and gently descend for about 0.6 of a 
mile (1km) until it meets Crag Road again. Turn right until after a steep slope the 
road reaches a T junction at Crag Foot. Turn right onto the road noting the 
chimney to your right and the extensive reed-beds on the left. Just before a bridge 
over a wide reed-fringed drainage ditch and a sign noting that Silverdale lies 
beyond, turn left onto a wide track with the drainage ditch on the right and pass 
under a low railway bridge. 
Distance so far: 2.2 miles (3.5 km) ~ 6.1 m (9.9 km) to go 
 
Once under the bridge look for a gateway on the right; go through it and take the 
clear path which bends to the left along a causeway above the surrounding low-
lying land. This has an area of salt-marsh to its left and takes a sharp right-angled 
turn midway before the second stretch reaches a gate. To the left can be seen a 
smelt chimney from previous industrial workings with Brown’s Cottages beyond. 
Turn right onto a path with a fence on the right. It can get very boggy in places but 
there are alternative short diversions (which will become obvious) to avoid the 
worst of any mud. The path soon starts to climb away from the low-lying land with 
views opening up to the right across to previous sections of the route.  A gateway 
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with a stone step-stile to its right blocks the way but once over the stile, with 
interesting steep tree-covered limestone slopes to the left, a wide track is 
encountered. Continue on the track with Fleagarth Wood on the right - (this wood 
in late April and early May is resplendent with perhaps the finest cover of 
Ransoms [Wild Garlic] to be found anywhere). The path comes out on to Hollins 
Lane, where a left turn is made. 
Distance so far: 3.3 miles (5.3 km) ~ 5m (8.1 km) to go  
 
Walk up hill to start with for about 300 yards and on the right will be seen a 
National Trust sign for Sharps Lot. Turn right (passing through the gate) and 
follow the well-defined path ignoring routes to the right. The path comes out onto 
Stankelt Road.  Turn right and continue until a large white garage door on the left 
can be seen. Turn left into Bottoms Lane and look for a footpath on the right, sign-
posted to The Row and Burton Well. Continue on this path until Lambert’s 
Meadow is reached.  Keep to the left and cross a small bridge on the right and 
take the path which crosses the meadow.  On the other side, go through the stile 
and climb up the steep steps to the left and continue on until a road (The Row) 
appears. Turn right and in a short while look for a gate on the left. Pass through 
this and cross Silverdale Golf Course keeping to the well-trodden path. Whilst not 
a golfer myself, I have to say that this must be one of the most beautifully situated 
and well-kept courses in the country. The path comes out onto Redbridge Lane by 
a wide gateway with a stone stile to the left, just to the north of Silverdale Station. 
Turn right passing the station and in a short while turn left into Storrs Lane 
crossing over the railway. Leighton Moss Visitor Centre will be seen on the right. 
Time for refreshment in the well-appointed café. 
Distance so far: 4.9 Miles (7.9 km) ~ 3.4 m (5.5 km) to go 
 
Feeling refreshed and ready for the off, exit the centre and turn right onto the road 
and in about 200 yards turn right onto a broad path and descend to cross Leighton 
Moss on a causeway, with reed-beds to the right and left and a large stretch of 
water to the left. It may be advantageous to call in at the hide on the left to see 
what is about.  Who knows, a rare Bittern might come into view? In my experience 
however, this is most unlikely, although there is much else of interest to see at 
most times of the year. The path keeps straight on beyond the bird reserve and 
ascends gently past Grisedale and onto Leighton Hall Farm and then Leighton 
Hall itself, which will be seen to the right. Shortly after the hall, look for a clear sign 
showing the route of the footpath climbing to the left across open parkland.  This 
part is fairly steep but at the summit, Summer House Hill, there are three wooden 
benches on which to relax and enjoy the extensive views to the Furness 
Peninsula and the Lakeland Fells beyond, with Leighton Hall and the reed beds 
and pools of Leighton Moss closer at hand.   
Distance so far: 6.6 miles (10.6 km) ~ 1.7 m (2.8 km) to go 
 
The path heads across a meadow eastward and then descends through woodland 
to join another path. Turn right and shortly find a way onto a minor road. Turn right 
and after a sharp bend a path can be seen on the left sign-posted to Hyning Scout 
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Wood. Join this path which soon crosses a meadow with a stone wall to the left.  
After 200 yards or so, there is a wall ahead and a gateway leading into Hyning 
Wood. The path soon divides with two clear paths but this route takes the right- 
hand path which is very attractive and in 600 yards or so comes out onto a clear 
wide track. Turn left here and descend to reach Hyning Road which connects 
Warton with the Yealands. (Before the road is reached, a short detour can be 
undertaken to view Hyning Lime Kiln, with its useful and interesting information 
board.) Turn right on to Hyning Road to return to Warton village and if you have 
parked the car in the car-park this involves about a kilometre (0.6 mile) of road 
walking.  If the bus has been used for the outward journey, with a bit of luck a bus 
can be picked up at Croftlands. 
 
Distance Completed: 8.3 miles (13.4 km) ~ all done! 
 
As mentioned, refreshments and toilet facilities are available at Leighton Moss 
Visitor Centre. The bus from Nether Kellet goes to Warton and it is possible to get 
a return bus into Carnforth and Bolton-le-Sands and Nether Kellet for that matter 
but it is as well to check the timetables. There is also the Silverdale Bus Service. 
Once again, there is no Sunday service.   

Michael Watson ~ August 2019 
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www.carnforthbooks.co.uk 
 

/CarnforthBooks 
 

@CarnBooks 

 

‘’Boots and Brews’ by Beth & Steve Pipe 
All you will need to enjoy the walking, food and folklore of the amazing 
Morecambe Bay are your walking boots, a sense of fun and curiosity and an 
empty stomach. 
Newly published this is the perfect companion for any walkers wishing to enjoy 
the scenic walks from as far as Fleetwood to Walney Island, whilst taking in 
views on one of the most beautiful bays in Britain, along with some extremely 
good food and drinks at some great pubs and cafes. A perfect gift for any 
walker, or just those that enjoy a stroll and a sandwich.  
 

‘Tails from the Reedbed’  
A Study of otters at Leighton Moss by Elaine Moss 

A rare and fascinating insight, with amazing attention to detail, this book by 
Elaine Prince follows the fortunes of eight families of otters as they mate, 
hunt, play and raise their young. The result is an engaging and invaluable insight, 
which contributes significantly to our knowledge of this beautiful creatures and 
will delight any reader with a love of otters and nature in general.  
 
The book includes accounts of the other wildlife encountered at Leighton Moss 
and is beautifully illustrated with original artwork.  
 

‘Exploring the Lancaster Canal’ 
A History and Guide by Robert Swain 

Author Robert Swain outlines the history of the canal from its construction, 
through its trading days to its demise and then rebirth as an invaluable leisure 
resource. The book includes a complete guide to the canal as it is today, whilst  
explaining hundreds of fascinating facts and features.  
 
If you want to learn about, explore and enjoy the Lancaster Canal, this is the 
book for you!  
 

 

 For Your Bookshelf 

Carnforth Bookshop recommend 
some great titles for reading at your leisure 
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Favourite Recipes 
 
Smoked Haddock and Leek Risotto 
 
Ingredients  (serves 4) 
Small knob of butter 
1 large leek, thinly sliced 
300g risotto rice 
700ml fish or vegetable stock 
250ml full fat milk 
375g undyed smoked haddock, skinned and cut into large chunks 
3 tbsp crème fraîche 
100g baby spinach 
 
Heat oven to 200c/180c fan - Gas 6 
 

1. Heat the butter in a large ovenproof dish over a medium heat. Cook the leek for 
4/5 mins stirring regularly until just tender and then add the rice and stir for a 
further 2 mins. 

2. Add the stock and milk, bring to the boil and bubble for 5 mins before sitting the 
haddock on top. Cover with a lid or foil and bake in the oven for 18mins until the 
rice is tender. 

3. Fold in the crème fraîche and spinach, season with plenty of black pepper, cover 
the pan again and leave to rest before serving. 
 
Clotted Cream Summer Pudding 
 
400g mixed frozen fruits, defrosted. 
50g icing sugar 
10 slices white bread 
1 small tub clotted cream 
 

1. Place half of the frozen fruit in a blender and whiz to purée the fruit then add 
some sugar to taste. 

2. Line four small mounds or a one-and-a-half-pint bowl with cling film.  
3. Remove crusts from the bread and cut a circle/s to fit the base of bowl. 
4. Dip one side of the bread circles into the puréed fruit and use to line the base of 

the basin, dipped side facing out. Line the sides of the basin in the same way. 
4. Half fill the centre of basin with some of the defrosted fruit, then add a teaspoon of 

clotted cream, top with the remaining defrosted fruit and some of the juices and 
then top with a circle of the dipped bread. 

5. Chill for as long as possible - overnight is good. 
 
To serve, tip the pudding out on to a plate, pour over the remaining puréed sauce 
and dust with icing sugar. 

Lesley Williams 



VILLAGE HALL ACTIVITIES 
 
 
 
Bowling  Fridays:    10.00 - 12.00 noon 
   Michael Watson:   12 Ashmeadow Road    734624 
 
 
Rainbows  Thursdays    5.30 - 6.45 pm 
& Brownies Mrs T Stott:  17 Bridge Road      733545 
 
 
Guides  Thursdays:    7.00 pm – 8.30pm 
   Mrs T Stott:  17 Bridge Road      733545 
 
 
WI   2nd Friday in the month: 7.30 pm 
   Mrs B Bellis: Westlyn, Halton Road    733445  
 
 
Quilting  Last Saturday in the month 10.30am - 4.00 pm 
Club   Mrs Y Beal:  16 Church Hill      736578 
 
 
Bacon Butty 11 am - 1 pm  
Brunch  Usually the last Sunday of the month 

Mrs Maria Steele:       720970 
 
 

 
 
Booking Clerk Mrs J Wren:  61 Main Road     07723 303153 
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If you are a local business and would like to advertise your company in this magazine,  
please contact Sue Hodkinson.  Tel 734820 sue@ogglet.force9.co.uk  
 
Prices are as follows-: full page advertisement £8.00 per edition 
    half page advertisement £4.00 per edition 
    quarter page advertisement £2.00 per edition 
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VILLAGE ACTIVITIES ELSEWHERE 

 
Congregational Morning Service 10.45 am 
Church:  Evening Service 6.30 pm 
   Sunday School in Church Hall approx. 11.15 am 
 
Coffee Morning: 2nd and 4th Friday in the month 
   10.00 - 12.00 noon in the Congregational Schoolroom 
      Jean Towers     812103 
      Muriel Ward     737895 
 
St. Mark’s  Services every Sunday at 9.00 a.m; 
Church:  Family Service each fourth Sunday in the month. 

Vicar - Revd. Nancy Goodrich, The Vicarage, 
Main Road, Bolton-le-Sands.      823106 

 
Mobile Library: Every other Thursday: 
   Hornby Bank  11.05 - 11.15 am approx. 
   Meadowcroft  11.20 - 11.40 am     “ 
   Village Hall  11.45 - 11.55 am     “ 
   Laithbutts Lane  12.00 - 12.20 pm     “ 
 
Police:  Police Station, Lancaster       63333 
   PCSO Paul Shepherd  

(Paul.shepherd@lancashire.pnn.police.uk)    63333 
 
PACT Surgery: 4th Friday each month, 10.00 am - 12 noon 
   At the Congregational Schoolroom, Main Road 
 
Neighbourhood  
Watch  Steve Marsden 
Co-ordinator: 19 Bridge Road       730024 
 
 
Twinning  Secretary - Christine Holdsworth     736179 
Association:  Chairman - Liz Brummitt      735013 
 
Nether Kellet Head Teacher - Mrs N Brough     733778 
Community  
Primary School  
 
City Councillor  Michael Mumford  
for Kellet Ward  contact@lancasterandmorecambe-libdems.org.uk  
 
County Councillor  Phillippa Williamson(phillippa.williamson@lancashire.gov.uk) 221788 
 
Chairman Parish David Whitaker        732810 
Council 
 
Parish Clerk  Bob Bailey 28 Wilson Grove, Heysham, LA3 2PQ 07828 254149 
   (netherkelletpc@gmail.com)  


